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History

• Previously: 3 Documents on CDNI FCI
  – Semantics Draft
    • Discuss semantics and guidelines
  – draft-ma-cdni-capabilities
    • Specify JSON Object for FCI
  – draft-seedorf-cdni-request-routing-alto
    • Specify Transport of FCI JSON Object

• Until very recently, focus (of authors) was on finalizing semantics document
Now

• Semantics Draft in RFC Editor Queue
  – Scope changed from “informational” to “standards track”
  – Contains specification of JSON Object for FCI
    • Moved from draft-ma-cdni-capabilities
    • FCI JSON Object done

• What is missing?
  – Transport of FCI JSON Object

• Proposal: Merge draft-ma-cdni-capabilities and draft-seedorf-cdni-request-routing-alto
  – Scope: Specify Transport of FCI JSON Object via ALTO Service
  – Question: Continue this work in the ALTO WG?